
Buddies
Supporting refugees

ABOUT BUDDIES
The Buddies Refugee Support Group 
is a Sunshine Coast group which 
advocates for just and compassionate 
treatment of refugees, consistent with 
the human rights standards which 
Australia has developed and endorsed.
We support policies towards refugees 
and asylum seekers that reflect 
respect, decency and traditional 

Australian generosity to those in need, 
while advancing Australia’s international 
standing and national interests.
We are an independent community group 
and meet on the 4th Sunday of each 
month at 11am, 24 King Street Buderim.
Confidentiality
Your email address is completely confidential. 
The Bulletin is sent Bcc [Blind carbon copy] 
and no-one else sees your email address.

www.refugeebuddies.org.au

Buddies
Supporting refugees

To contribute to Buddies
Every cent goes to asylum seeker or 
refugee support. You can direct debit 
to: SUNCORP BANK, BSB 484-799
ACCOUNT NO: 605927994
ACCOUNT NAME: BUDDIES REFUGEE 
SUPPORT GROUP
Or you can contribute at each meeting 
to “The Box”. Your donations are very 
greatly appreciated by those we help.

WEB
http://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2015/apr/22/australian-officials-on-nauru-may-have-breached-
terms-of-cambodia-agreement?CMP=soc_567
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buddies bulletin

Offer to asylum 
seekers may 

have breached 
Cambodia deal

Paul Farrell 
The Guardian 
22 April 2015

Australian immigration officials have 
approached asylum seekers within the 

Nauru detention centre about resettlement in 
Cambodia, apparently in contravention of the 
agreement between the two countries.

Last week Australian immigration staff distributed 
letters to refugees on Nauru offering them a 
settlement package in Cambodia. The International 
Organisation for Migration confirmed it was sending 
an official in anticipation of movements.

The settlement agreement specifies offers should 
be made only to people with refugee status, but a 
number of asylum seekers whose refugee status has 
not been determined have also been approached.

Other sources on the island also say immigration staff 
have been approaching asylum seekers there about 
settling in Cambodia. On Monday the immigration 

minister, Peter Dutton, told ABC radio Australia had 
approached “a large number of people on Nauru”. 
His office has not responded to questions about 
whether this included asylum seekers.

The memorandum of understanding between 
Cambodia and Australia says Cambodia will 
offer permanent settlement to people who have 
“undergone a refugee status determination process 
in the republic of Nauru and have been determined 
to be a refugee, and meet the entry and settlement 
requirements of the kingdom of Cambodia”. They 
must have been found to be refugees, must have 
made a voluntary decision to go to Cambodia 
and must have their applications considered by 
Cambodian officials.

The transfer of refugees to Cambodia was scheduled 
to begin on Monday, but it has been delayed, in part 
due to the arrival of Cambodian officials.

Refugees on Nauru Island protesting in early March over conditions and the 
Cambodia resettlement deal. Photograph: Refugee Action Coalition/AAP
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For your DIARY...
 Sunday 26 April, 11am

Buddies meeting, 24 King St, 
Buderim
Chairperson: John Ennis 
ourteacherjohn@gmail.com 5441 
6437

Guest speaker: Liam Mayo – Buddies funds 
assisting MDA (see right)

 Thursday 7 May, 10am-1pm
USC BBQ picnic – Botanical Gardens, Tanawha

 Sunday 24 May, 11am
Buddies meeting, 24 King St, Buderim
Guest speaker: Garry Bradford – Recent visit to 
Thai-Burma border area

 Sunday 14 June, 9am-5pm
MDA Welcome Fest, free event
Annerley Soccer Club fields, Brisbane

THIS WEEK’S ATTACHMENTS
– Tanawha picnic invitation

USC BBQ/PICNIC 
TANAWHA BOTANICAL GARDENS
Thursday 7 May, 10.30am
Buddies are combining with University 
Sunshine Coast lecturer, Tara Gamble 

and her first year Health Science students to host 
a picnic for asylum seekers and refugees on the 
coast.  See attached flyer.

Please invite asylum seekers and refugees you know 
to attend this event and if you are able to bring them 
along, let me know, so the students have an idea 
of the numbers attending. Refugees and asylum 
seekers in Brisbane are very welcome if you can 
arrange transport for them. Also, let me know if 
you’re able to provide a lift to the picnic and back to 
asylum seekers and refugees living locally.

Much thanks, Bronwyn Bell belz@squirrel.com.au 
5445 3727.

GUEST SPEAKER AT SUNDAY’S 
BUDDIES MEETING: LIAM MAYO – 
MDA

Liam is the 
Manager of 
Emergency Relief, 
Donations and 
Partnerships at 
the Multicultural 
Development 
Association (MDA) 
in Brisbane. 
He works with 
corporate, private, 
community and 

faith-based partners to provide multifaceted 
support to MDA’s client delivery programs. 
This support varies from in-kind and financial 
support through to the donation of household 
items and foodstuffs.

Liam has dedicated his career to working 
in the asylum seeker and refugee space 
and has a vast experience working both 
at a client delivery level and at program 
management.

Liam has a background in international 
relations, ethics and human rights and has 
worked in several developing nations in the 
sphere of community development.

Come and hear firsthand from someone at 
the coalface and learn more about MDA’s 
support of asylum seekers and refugees 
in the Brisbane community. Liam will 
also report on the projects that Buddies 
monthly donations to MDA are supporting, 
including the Buddies Scholarship training 
programs, which are aimed at increasing the 
employment readiness of asylum seekers.

All Buddies are invited. Please bring a 
plate of finger food to share.

WANTED: HOMESTAY HOSTS FOR NEXT 
LEARN ENGLISH HOLIDAY
Proposed date 19 – 24 July
If you would like to host an asylum seeker from 
Brisbane, please contact Kayla on kaylaszumer@
gamil.com 5476 8910, 0427 380 235

MAL BROUGH’S LISTENING POSTS
In his newsletter, federal member for Fisher Mal 
Brough advises that he will be holding Listening 
Posts around the electorate ‘where you can come 
and ask questions, provide feedback or just have a 
chat’. Two upcoming Listening Posts are scheduled 
for:

o   Wednesday 20 May – Lomond Crescent, 
Bellvista, Caloundra West – 2.30 to 3.30pm

o   Saturday 23 May – Goonawarra Drive, 
Mooloolaba – 10.00 to 11.00am

WEB
https://www.facebook.com/MalBroughMP
Contributed by Terry Boyce



LETTER TO SEND: TO JULIE BISHOP
If asylum seekers are forced by the Australian 
government to return to Iran, Australia may be 
sending people back to danger – this is called 
refoulement and is against international refugee 
law. Despite Julie Bishop’s recent visit there, 
Iran has so far refused to accept the asylum 
seekers Australia is trying to return, but the 

Foreign Minister has not given up. She has said that 
discussions will continue through consular dialogue.

Please write ASAP to the Ms Bishop and send a 
copy of your letter/email to Leader of the Opposition, 
Bill Shorten, Shadow Minister for Immigration, 
Richard Marles, and to your own local MP.

Julie.Bishop.MP@aph.gov.au
Bill.Shorten.MP@aph.gov.au
Richard.Marles.MP@aph.gov.au
Clive.Palmer.MP@aph.gov.au
Mal.Brough.MP@aph.gov.au
W.Truss.MP@aph.gov.au

BELOW ARE TWO BUDDIES LETTERS YOU 
MAY LIKE TO REFER TO:
14 April 2015 
To: Bishop, Julie (MP) 
Cc: Marles, Richard (MP); Shorten, Bill (MP)

Subject: Returning failed asylum seekers to 
Nauru
Dear Ms Bishop, I read with great concern of the plans 
to return failed asylum seekers to Iran. Whatever 
their reasons for fleeing, Iran does not look kindly 
upon citizens who have found living there intolerable 
for whatever reason. The record of how such 
‘deserters ‘ are treated is grim. 

What also concerns me is the process by which 
they have been found to be non-legitimate asylum 
seekers. These processes are not open to scrutiny 
or review and history shows that they can be fraught 
with poor investigation and prejudice. In the name 
of compassion I urge a review of this policy and 
transparency about the reasons for these people 
being declared not to have qualified as genuine 
refugees.

Sincerely, Margaret Landbeck 
Meridan Plains, Qld 4551

letters@theaustralian.com.au 
18 April 2015
We are told that the Abbott government is asking 
Iran to accept those Iranian refugees  in Australia 
who have failed to get asylum.

Surely this is the wrong question! Iran will be delighted 
to accept them so they can persecute and probably 
kill them for defying any law against emigration 
and to make an example of them for anyone else 
dissatisfied with the current Iranian regime. 

If they are “only” economic migrants, many of them 
probably have much to offer Australia anyway. 

So if this government insists on depriving us of any 
benefit such people might bring, the question should 
be “How will they be treated when returned home?” 
- but I would not trust the Iranian reply if it suggests 
that such people will be treated humanely.

Regards, Ted Webber 
Buderim 4556

KNITTERS FOR USC 
DIVERSITY WEEK
My name is Natalie Alexander 
and I’m a student at the 
University of the Sunshine 
Coast and a Buddies member. 
At uni we have formed a social action group 
called ‘Crasi’: Creative Arts and Social Issues. 
As a group we will be running activities at the 
university during ‘DIVERSITY WEEK’- Monday 
25- Friday 29 May (not including Tues 26 which 
is devoted to ‘National Sorry Day’). USC Diversity 
Week 2015 will showcase the contributions made 
by its students, staff and alumni and encourage 
creative conversations about equity and inclusion.

As a part of Diversity Week, we would like to raise 
awareness of asylum seeker and refugee issues 
in a creative way. As I have started to knit my 
own teddy for the Teddy Bears Without Borders 
project, I thought this would be a wonderful 
project to introduce to other students and staff 
on campus. I am seeking interested persons to 
come to the university during Diversity Week (on 
a day of your choice) and simply sit and knit for 
an hour or two and open up conversations with 
people who may approach. We will have Buddies 
info available and will provide the patterns 
and materials for your knitting. If you don’t knit 
teddies, some colourful scarves would be great.

Please contact me ASAP and much thanks, 
Natalie  natchick31@hotmail.com 
5475 4536, 0422 374400

, Julie Bishop, expressing 
concern that i
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EU ministers meet for crisis 
talks after hundreds of migrants 
drown in the Mediterranean
The Guardian, 20 April 2015
Italy’s prime minister Matteo Renzi has called for 
an emergency European summit to deal with the 
deepening migrant crisis off its southern coast after as 
many as 950 men, women and children were feared to 
have drowned in a Mediterranean shipwreck.

With the crisis set to dominate a meeting of EU 
foreign ministers in Luxembourg on Monday, Renzi 
said that concerted EU action had to be a priority 
after the tragedy near Libya in which a prodigiously 
overladen vessel capsized on Saturday.

UN secretary-general Ban Ki-moon said governments 
worldwide should show solidarity and take in more 
refugees. 

WEB
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/19/
italian-prime-minister-matteo-renzi-emergency-
summit-700-drown-mediterranean

PETITION: Restart the rescue
On Sunday morning, a boat carrying 
as many as 800 people capsized 60 
miles off the Libyan coast. Only 28 
people were pulled from the water 
alive. This shocking news comes just 
days after 400 people drowned in 
a similar incident. So far more than 
1,500 people have died in 2015 trying to reach 
Europe. This is already 30 times higher than the 
same period last year.

Every day, men, women and children from Syria, 
the Horn of Africa and other parts of sub-Saharan 
Africa are risking everything to flee from poverty 
and conflict. Crammed into an unsafe boat by 
unscrupulous people smugglers, they make the 
dangerous crossing across the waters. Imagine how 
bad life at home must be for that boat to be a better 
option. 

Search and rescue ships had been used to save 
those at risk of drowning but the EU scaled back the 
rescue effort in November last year. 

We are joining forces with Save the Children to send 
European leaders an urgent message to restore 
full rescue operations and address the root causes 
that drive so many people to make this dangerous 
crossing. 

PLEASE SIGN OUR PETITION NOW.
WEB
http://act.one.org/sign/
RestartTheRescue/?t=3&utm_source=email&utm_
medium=email&akid=7039.1797385.6m93uP

Syrian migrants arrive in the Italian port of 
Corigliano aboard a rusty ship. Photo: AFP

Most migrants will be sent back, 
EU leaders to agree
The Guardian, 23 April 2015
Only 5,000 resettlement places across Europe are 
to be offered to refugees under the emergency 
summit crisis package to be agreed by EU leaders in 
Brussels on Thursday.

A draft summit statement indicates that the vast 
majority of those who survive the journey and make 
it to Italy – 150,000 did so last year – will be sent 
back as irregular migrants under a new rapid-return 
programme co-ordinated by the EU’s border agency, 
Frontex. More than 36,000 boat survivors have 
reached Italy, Malta and Greece so far this year.

The draft summit conclusions also reveal that 
hopes of a major expansion of search-and-rescue 
operations across the Mediterranean in response 
to the humanitarian crisis are likely to be dashed, 
despite widespread and growing pressure.

Instead, the EU leaders are likely to agree that 

immediate preparations should begin to “undertake 
systematic efforts to identify, capture and destroy 
vessels before they are used by traffickers”. The 
joint EU military operation is to be undertaken within 
international law.

WEB
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/22/
most-migrants-crossing-mediterranean-will-be-
sent-back-eu-leaders-to-agree

Mediterranean
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Refugees sent to Cambodia may 
join others in lining up to leave
Lauren Crothers 
The Guardian, 20 April 2015
Phnom Penh is a city where opulent mansions sprout 
up alongside scenes of incredible poverty, and one 
of the challenges facing the new arrivals will be to 
find their own place between these two poles. 

Somali refugee Abdulkadir Dahir Muse arrived 
in Cambodia in 2001and  is still trying to find his. 
“I speak Khmer, but it’s difficult,” he says of his 
attempts to familiarise himself with Cambodia and life 
in Phnom Penh. “I don’t want to stay here.”

Muse describes being unable to get a job and going 
hungry on a regular basis. He would like to resettle 
somewhere else, but his attempts to do so have yet 
to bear fruit.

WEB
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2015/apr/20/
refugees-sent-from-nauru-to-cambodia-may-join-
others-in-lining-up-to-leave?CMP=ema_632
Contributed by Diana Woolley

DIAC FACT SHEET
WEB
http://media.crikey.com.au/wp-content/
uploads/2015/04/Cambodia-settle-letter.pdf
Contributed by Jean Carroll

SATIRE: WHY LIVE IN THE NAURU 
TROPICAL CONTAINMENT CENTRE 
WHEN YOU COULD LIVE IN 
CAMBODIA!
First Dog on the Moon 
The Guardian, 17 April 2015
Come to Cambodia, a land of no stray dogs and 
quality healthcare. Here is a fact sheet all about it 
that we have totally made up.

WEB
http://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2015/
apr/17/why-live-in-the-nauru-tropical-containment-
centre-when-you-could-live-in-cambodia

Australia takes ownership of 
letter that lies about Cambodia
Zsombor Peter 
The Cambodia Daily, 17 April 2015
Australia’s Immigration Department on Thursday 
confirmed that a letter being handed out to 
refugees on Nauru filled with false claims about 
Cambodia—where Australia hopes they decide 
to resettle—was issued by the department, but 
declined to say whether there were any takers.

The International Organization for Migration (IOM) 
on Wednesday said it was expecting the first 
refugees that Australia is holding on Nauru to 
arrive in Cambodia within days, but offered no 
other details.

News reports citing unnamed sources said that up 
to 10 refugees would arrive within a matter of days.

WEB
https://www.cambodiadaily.com/news/australia-
takes-ownership-of-letter-that-lies-about-
cambodia-82065

UN refugee agency wants no part 
of Cambodia resettlement
Lindsay Murdoch 
Sydney Morning Herald, 20 April 2015
A UNHCR spokesperson has said the agency will play 
no role in resettling refugees from Nauru who have 
reluctantly agreed to resettle in Cambodia.

Both the Australian and Cambodian governments 
said last year that they were relying on the UNHCR, 
which has an office in the Cambodian capital Phnom 
Penh, to help implement the resettlement program.

But the UNHCR said at the time of the 2014 
agreement that it was “deeply concerned” at the 
precedent set by the agreement, which has also 
been condemned by Cambodia’s opposition parties, 
human rights groups and refugee advocates.

WEB
http://www.smh.com.au/world/un-refugee-
agency-wants-no-part-of-cambodia-resettlement-
20150420-1mp07i.html

Cambodia
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Legal action seeks to stop 5 year 
old being returned to Nauru
Ruby Jones 
ABC News Online, 21 April 2015
A five-year-old asylum seeker in a Darwin detention 
centre is suffering from post-traumatic stress 
disorder and has been prescribed anti-depressants 
amid fears she may be sent back to Nauru, Darwin 
lawyer John Lawrence says. The Iranian girl drew 
an image of a stick-figure person with its lips sewn 
shut and displayed inappropriate sexual behaviour 
because of what she has seen or experienced while 
in detention in Nauru.

WEB
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-
21/5yo-asylum-seeker-with-ptsd-in-darwin-
detention/6407632

Asylum seekers returned to 
Vietnam by Australian Navy
Samantha Hawley 
ABC News Online, 21 April 2015
UNHCR has revealed a group of 46 Vietnamese 
asylum seekers had their claims assessed at sea 
before being returned home by the Australian Navy..
The agency said it was seeking details from the 
Government about the procedures used but had 
expressed its concern.

WEB
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2015-04-21/vietnam-
asylum-seekers-returned-australian-navy-
screened-at-sea/6407848

Backlog of 30,000 asylum claims 
to be processed under new laws
Jason Thomas 
SBS News Online, 18 April 2015
The government has been waiting until after new 
laws come into effect on Sunday to begin assessing 
the backlog of asylum claims of more than 25,000 
people who came to Australia by boat before 2014. 
Thirty-thousand people who arrived during the six 
years of Labor government have not had their claims 
determined. 4500 of those assessments have been 
started to date.

WEB
http://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/2015/04/17/
backlog-30000-asylum-claims-be-processed-
under-new-laws
Contributed by Freddie Steen

‘Tiny hearts’ and ‘balls of steel’.  
Is this really what the world 
thinks of Australia?
Julian Burnside 
The Guardian, 20 April 2015
Katie Hopkins has held Australia up to the world 
as some kind of racist role model for our violent 
treatment of asylum seekers. And why wouldn’t 
she?

Australians have “tiny hearts and whacking great 
gunships”. We “threaten [migrant boats] with 
violence until they bugger off”. And British people 
should be more like us.

That’s Katie Hopkins’ view, at least. Her column for 
The Sun about asylum seekers leaving North Africa, 
crossing the Mediterranean by boat and arriving in 
the EU was full of this candid language, the sort of 
thing you might expect to hear outside a pub just 
after closing time.

Hopkins, who first came to public attention on 
the reality TV show The Apprentice, calls asylum 
seekers ‘vermin’ and ‘a virus’. In her view, “These 
migrants are like cockroaches”. Some of them 
eventually get to Britain – a place Hopkins wishes to 
keep free of boat arrivals – which should prompt the 
UK to “get Australian”.

Perhaps there are a few people in Australia who 
would share this opinion. As an Australian, I prefer to 
think that people who genuinely share Hopkins’ view 
of things are a tiny minority. That’s because I believe 
most Australians are decent people who genuinely 
believe in a fair go for everyone. So it comes as a 
shock to see Hopkins invoking Australia’s approach 
to asylum seekers as an example of best practice..

WEB
http://www.theguardian.com/
commentisfree/2015/apr/20/tiny-hearts-and-
balls-of-steel-this-is-what-the-world-thinks-of-
australia?CMP=share_btn_link
Contributed by Freddie Steen


